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Abstrakt

Tato práce představuje unikátní kombinaci zážitku z rozšířené reality, počítačově podporované stylizace s akvizicí vzorového stylu a interakce s 3D modelem. Práce nastíní přehled problému stylizace a různé přístupy k němu, přičemž některé z těchto metod jsou prozkoumány detailněji. Následně je vysvětlena teorie za rozšířenou realitou a skenování stylu. Nakonec jsou uvedeny detaily implementace. Výsledkem je aplikace s rozšířenou realitou pro OS Android, která je schopna stylizace a získávání stylu v reálném čase.

Klíčová slova Rozšířená Realita, Stylizace, 3D Modely, Unity, Android

Abstract

This thesis presents a unique combination of the augmented reality experience, computer-assisted stylization with style exemplar acquisition, and 3D model interaction. An overview of the stylization problem and various approaches is outlined, while a few of these methods are explored more in-depth. Subsequently, the theory behind augmented reality and style scanning is explained. Finally, the implementation details are provided with the result being an augmented reality application for the Android OS, capable of stylization and style acquisition in real-time.
Keywords  Augmented Reality, Stylization, 3D Models, Unity, Android
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Introduction

Art, specifically painting, is often regarded as one of the most fascinating manifestations of the human spirit. The play of colors, light, and darkness has enthralled humankind for millennia. A stylized view of the real world can help emphasize the author’s feelings.

Until recently, art has been the exclusive domain of mankind. With the advent of computing technology, a question arose if there is a possibility that a machine could mimic the art produced by humans. There have been efforts to simulate specific painting techniques since the 1980s [30]. While these algorithms have impressive results, the images are easily recognizable as artificial.

The next step came with a method called Image Analogies [7], which suggested using the style as one of the inputs. Nothing brings the feeling of awe as seeing your creation replicated in a completely different scenario. As the years progressed, so did the techniques. Nowadays, we can achieve authentic-looking stylization of images, 3D models, or even videos with some techniques even being able to operate in real-time. However, there is always a compromise between the quality of the stylization and performance, with the goal being to achieve both.

Recently, there has been an effort to bring the world of stylization closer to ordinary people. May it be with face filters [23], or through an augmented reality experience [31]. This thesis joins this effort as it brings a previously unrealized amalgamation of style exemplar acquisition and interactive manipulation of the result, all within an augmented reality experience. The ingredients used in this thesis are depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 1: What this thesis tries to achieve: acquire a style input (left)), apply it to a 3D model (middle) [1], and show the result in augmented reality(right).

Structure

The field of computer-assisted stylization is outlined in the first chapter. The second chapter describes everything that is required to understand the inner workings of the project, with the project itself being covered in the third chapter. Finally, the last chapter summarizes the project and indicates possible improvements.
Chapter 1

State-of-the-art

1.1 Pattern-based methods

Paul Haeberli [2], was the first to explore computer-assisted stylization, which is about trying to convert an image into a stylized artistic painting. There are multiple approaches [32] to this problem. One of the more popular is using a set patterns like pen contours [33, 34], hatch [35] or brush strokes [3, 36, 37] to stylize either 2D or 3D inputs. These patterns are placed repeatedly on the output image in order to produce a stylized version of the input with their combinations. The placement of the patterns can be guided either locally [2] or globally [4]. The user can generally provide their set of patterns, allowing for customization. However, this approach can output only a limited number of style variations, as it is bounded by the predefined algorithm and the set of patterns unless the algorithm and patterns are hand-crafted for every target style. A few examples from this branch of stylization are displayed in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Stylized examples from Haeberli [2], Litwinowicz [3], and Hertzmann [4].
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1.2 Filter-based methods

Filter-based methods refer to a process that composes various filtering and processing of the input image. These methods are commonly found in photo editing software. A simple example (while not strictly speaking a stylization) of a filter is the Gaussian blur [38]. A number of methods in this category perform edge detection by the difference of Gaussians method [39], for example, XDoG [5] uses it to produce various stylizations. Another example of this approach is trying to mimic pencil drawing by combining the tone and stroke structures [6]. See Figure 1.2 for a visualization.

Most of the filter-based methods can be adapted to run parallelly or even on the GPU, making them suitable for real-time usage.

![Stylized example outputs from XDoG [5] (first row) and an example with source image by Lu [6] (second row).](image)

1.3 Patch-based methods

1.3.1 Image Analogies

Image Analogies [7] introduces a new approach to stylization, as it generalizes the stylization problem by making the desired style one of the inputs of the algorithm. The exemplar input consists of two images – unfiltered and filtered. The approach is patch-based with guidance based on color. It matches pixels from the target image to the unfiltered input and copies the look from the filtered input. Due to its patch-based nature and reliance on color, this method can produce visible seams and cannot yield correct illumination.

There are two stages: a design phase, where a pair of training images is provided, and an application phase, in which the learned relation (filter) is
1.3. Patch-based methods

applied to a new image in order to create an analogous result. The method is based on multi-scale autoregression. An output example from the original article [7] can be seen in figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Image Analogies output example [7].

To understand Image Analogies more in-depth, a description of the used algorithm follows.

function CreateImageAnalogy (A, A', B):
Compute Gaussian pyramids for A, A', and B
Compute features for A, A', and B
Initialize the search structures (e.g., for ANN)
foreach level l, from coarsest to finest, do:
  foreach pixel qεB_l, in scan-line order, do:
    p ← BestMatch (A, A', B, B', s, l, q)
    B_l'(q) ← A_l'(p)
    s_l(q) ← p
return B_L'

Where A and A’ are the mentioned pair of training images (original and filtered respectively) and B is the target image (to be stylized).

The BestMatch function, shown in listing 1.3.1, compares the approximate nearest neighbor search (ANN) with the best coherence match. For its breakdown, please see the following pseudocode:

function BestMatch (A, A', B, B', s, l, q)
p_app ← BestApproximateMatch (A, A', B, B', s, l, q)
p_coh ← BestCoherenceMatch (A, A', B, B', s, l, q)
d_app ← ||F_l(p_app) − F_l(q)||^2

d_coh ← ||F_l(p_coh) − F_l(q)||^2
if d_coh ≤ d_app(1 + 2^(−L κ)) then
  return p_coh
else
  return p_app

Where F_l(p) is used to denote the concatenation of all feature vectors within the neighborhood (5x5 or 3x3) of both images A and A' and also both the current l and l − 1. Similarly, F_l(q) is the concatenation of feature vectors for images B and B'. κ is a simple coherence parameter, where the larger the value, the more is coherence favored.
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The Image Analogies [7] framework was further extended to handle 3D renders [14] or animations [9], but these proved to be too computationally demanding for real-time use.

1.3.2 The Lit Sphere

The Lit Sphere is not a patch-based method, but the idea of using normals as a local guiding channel is extended upon in the following methods.

In parallel to Image Analogies [7] (described in subsection 1.3.1), a technique called The Lit Sphere, proposed by Sloan [8], was developed. The method tries to leverage vertex normals of a 3D model to create correctly illuminated outputs, also known as environment mapping [40]. The user provides a stylized (shaded) sphere as an exemplar. An example from the original article is shown in Figure 1.4. The approach can handle only a simple shading scenario where the target and exemplar scenes have the same lighting environment and often leads to stretched-texture artifacts. Please see Figure 1.7 to see the limitations of this approach.

Figure 1.4: Stylized David model with corresponding hand-drawn spheres [8].

1.3.3 Stylizing Animation by Example

The Stylizing Animation by Example [9] method is mainly focused on animation, where an artist provides painted keyframes and the algorithm tries to calculate the in-betweens while maintaining temporal coherence. An output of this method can be found in Figure 1.5.
The algorithm shares its core with Image Analogies [7] (subsection 1.3.1). The goal function $G_I$ serves as an evaluation for different offsets of individual pixels. The algorithm tries to minimize the goal function.

$$G_I(p) = \sum_{\Delta p \in \Omega} w(\Delta p) g(p, \Delta p)$$

Where $p$ is a point in $\hat{S}$, $\Omega$ represents a set of vectors from $p$ to its neighbors, and $w(\Delta p)$ are weights for given vectors. The weights have Gaussian fall-off in a 9 x 9 neighborhood. The overall goal function is a sum of four main goals:

$$g(p, \Delta p) = w_{out} g_{out}(p, \Delta p) + w_{in} g_{in}(p, \Delta p) + w_{sc} g_{sc}(p, \Delta p) + w_{tc} g_{tc}(p) + w_{h} g_{h}(p) + w_{dt} g_{dt}(p)$$

The weights $w$ are meant to be manipulated by a user and are not important in this explanation. These six goal functions can be explained as follows:

- $g_{out}$ – make each local neighborhood of output image $\hat{I}$ look like a neighborhood from exemplar style output image $\hat{S}$
- $g_{in}$ – make each local neighborhood of input image $I$ look like a neighborhood from exemplar style input image $S$
- $g_{sc}$ – make mapping $p \rightarrow M_t(p)$ spatially continuous
- $g_{tc}$ – prevent sudden color changes caused by motion
- $g_{h}$ – penalize repeated patterns with a histogram of offsets
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- \( g_{dt} \) – maintain painterly stroke styles

The solution space has \( O(TN) \) dimensions for \( T \) frames and \( N \) pixels per frame, so an optimization with a heuristic is needed. To arrive at convergence earlier, the method uses coarse-to-fine synthesis with multiple forward-backward sweeps at each level with parallel PatchMatch [41] as the core of the optimization. In a sweep, a new frame \( t \) is generated by randomly merging the previous frame \( t-1 \) with frame \( t \) from the previous level \( l-1 \) of coarseness. Diagram 1.6 shows the described heuristic.

![Figure 1.6: Stylizing Animation by Example heuristic diagram [9].](image)

### 1.3.4 Recent improvements

The Lit Sphere [8] (subsection 1.3.2) approach was extended, where instead of using normals as guidance, UV coordinates are used [31]. This allowed the artist to draw a stylized 2D image of a 3D model and use that as an input exemplar. The style is then transferred using texture mapping. While this approach works in real-time, it distorts high-frequency details. The StyLit [14] approach (described in more detail in the Background chapter 2.1) resolves the issue by utilizing both local guidance and textural coherence. However, this improvement came with higher computational demand, making it unusable in real-time applications.

Recently, Styleblit [1] has come with a solution that is on-par with the mentioned methods when it comes to the quality of the outputs but has lowered the computational requirements by multiple orders of magnitude, making it suitable even for mobile devices. StyleBlit is described in more detail in the Background chapter 2.2. To visualize the mentioned methods, a comparison between them is shown in figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: A comparison from StyleBlit’s article [1] between the StyleBlit, StyLit, and The Lit Sphere methods. The StyleBlit approach produces similar result quality while being orders of magnitude faster when compared to StyLit. The Lit Sphere approach is comparable in speed to StyleBlit but does not retain high-level structure (directional brush strokes).

Further building on the StyLit [14] approach, StyleProp is a method of rendering 3D models from different angles with only a single hand-drawn exemplar. The method achieves real-time performance with a pre-calculated set of sparse samples. The algorithm uses the StyLit [14] method for patch-based synthesis. At first sight, the StyleProp method, visualized in figure 1.8, might seem similar to the Stylizing Animation by Example 1.3.3. However, the difference is that the Stylizing Animation by Example technique maintains coherence only in one dimension – in time. In this scenario, consistency across all possible dimensions is required.

Figure 1.8: Results from StyleProp [10].
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Another branch of style transfer based on a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) pre-trained for object recognition [42] was originally proposed by Gatys [12] and became popular thanks to publicly available implementations and seemingly impressive results. A downside to this approach is that it cannot reproduce fine details from the original style exemplar [14]. This downside can be mitigated with a combination of patch-based synthesis and the neural-style transfer [43]. However, these approaches are not suitable for real-time applications.

The problem of style transfer can also be solved by using generative adversarial neural networks (GANN) [44]. These can be used for both image [45] and video [46] stylization. Some techniques use an encoder-decoder scheme using a single network [47]. While these approaches can be employed in real-time applications, they require a large database of training data.

Subsequent work building upon [12] produced many methods, including a recent method named Style Transfer by Relaxed Optimal Transport and Self-Similarity [13]. This method focuses on stylizing videos by defining a sophisticated loss function and manages to produce results that are coherent in time while also maintaining the style.

A current state-of-the-art method in the neural-based branch is the STALP: Style Transfer with Auxiliary Limited Pairing [11] method. The training process is a combination of two objectives – minimize the loss on (stylized and original) keyframes and also minimize loss between the output images and artist-created style images in the same domain. An output from STALP and other mentioned neural-based methods can be found in figure 1.9.
1.5 Summary

Multiple branches of stylization methods were explored. A brief summary of each follows.

1.5.1 Pattern-based methods

The pattern-based methods were among the first to tackle computer-assisted stylization, but even with recent developments are not suitable for our use-case due to limited stylization variations and computational requirements.

1.5.2 Filter-based methods

A common example of stylization, the filter and image processing methods can have great performance but also suffer from a limited stylization variability.

1.5.3 Patch-based methods

The patch-based methods have greatly expanded on the Image Analogies and The Lit Sphere methods. Using various guiding channels in a patch-based synthesis led to producing state-of-the-art stylizations. These methods suffer from high computational demands. However, the method StyleBlit manages to perform stylization in real-time with guidance based on normals.

1.5.4 Neural-based methods

While the results are comparable in quality to patch-based methods, the neural-based methods require training and thus cannot be employed in real-time applications when the style exemplar is acquired at run-time.
The goal of this thesis is to merge the stylization of a 3D model and the acquisition of an exemplar into an augmented reality experience. To achieve the goal, this thesis explores two related stylization methods in detail, how the style can be acquired, and the augmented reality concept. Background information for Unity and OpenCV is also provided.

2.1 StyLit: Illumination-guided Example-based Stylization of 3D Renderings

The main difference between the StyLit [14] method and the previously mentioned methods is that the stylization is based on light propagation in the scene, not colors. As the name suggests, the process is example-based. This means that an artist has to provide a style exemplar (usually a sphere on a table) with global illumination effects. The exemplar is then aligned to a simple 3D scene, which allows the algorithm to synthesize renderings of complex new scenes with the visual style of the exemplar. Sample outputs are displayed in Figure 2.1. The StyLit method can handle any guiding channels including normals, although they produce subpar results.

Figure 2.1: StyLit outputs example using various style exemplars [14].
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2.1.1 Light Path Expressions

In addition to the classic schema from Image Analogies [7] of exemplar, stylized exemplar and, target scene as inputs, the method can also leverage multiple images obtained by a technique known as Light Path Expressions (LPE) [48]. These images (Figure 2.2) contain illumination information from 3D scenes that helps guide the synthesis algorithm.

Figure 2.2: Style exemplar with Light Path Expressions images used in StyLit [14].

2.1.2 Algorithm

The method uses the following optimization scheme, which minimizes energy:

\[
\sum_{q \in B} \min_{p \in A} E(A, B, p, q, \mu)
\]

Here \( A = \{A, A'\} \), \( B = \{B, B'\} \), where \( A \) is exemplar scene with LPE channels, \( A' \) denotes stylized exemplar aligned to the exemplar scene, \( B \) is target scene with LPE channels, and \( B' \) is a new target image. \( p \) and \( q \) are pixels from \( A' \) and \( B' \) respectively. \( \mu \) represents a weight that controls the influence of guidance.

The algorithm uses multiple iterations from coarse to fine resolution:

```
function StyLit(A, A', B, B'_k)

for each pixel q ∈ B_k do
    NNF(q) = argmin_p∈A E(A, B, p, q, \mu)

for each pixel q ∈ B_k do
    B'_k+1(q) = Average(A, NNF(q))

return B'_k+1
```

Where \( B'_k \) contains current pixel values and \( B'_k+1 \) the updated values. NNF is an abbreviation for Nearest Neighbor Field – mapping of a source patch to each target patch.
2.2. StyleBlit: Fast Example-Based Stylization with Local Guidance

To mitigate the problematic wash-out effect of this approach, the solution encourages uniform source patch use, while at the same time leveraging the idea of reversed NNF retrieval [49]. This allows the algorithm to predict cases of erroneous assignments ahead of time, estimating an error budget $T$. The algorithm is then altered to maximize the number of used source patches $|A^*|$, while keeping the sum of the energy function less than $T$. The reasoning behind this mitigation strategy is depicted in Figure 2.3.

![Figure 2.3: How StyLit mitigates erroneous assignments [14]](image)

2.2 StyleBlit: Fast Example-Based Stylization with Local Guidance

The StyleBlit [1] method tries to achieve both high-quality stylized renderings and real-time performance. The approach is patch-based with local guidance. The StyleBlit method is inspired by StyLit but uses normals as local guidance to avoid computationally expensive optimization, which makes it vastly faster than other competing methods. It seeks large coherent chunks of style exemplar’s regions directly using pixel-level operations. A demonstration of this method can be seen in Figure 2.4, where the first row is the source exemplar and the second row is the stylized result.

![Figure 2.4: Results from StyleBlit [1]](image)

2.2.1 Approach

The core idea behind StyleBlit is visualized in Figure 2.5, where $(b)$ is a randomly selected pixel from the target image and $(a)$ is a location in the source exemplar that is found using $(b)$’s guidance value. The patch $(c)$ consists of all neighboring pixels of $(b)$ with their guidance value difference...
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below a user-defined threshold. Then, all pixels from the chunk are copied to the target image \(d\). These steps are repeated until all patches are determined \(e\).

![Figure 2.5: A visualization of StyleBlit’s patch-based approach [1].](image)

### 2.2.2 Brute force algorithm

The simplicity of StyleBlit’s approach is demonstrated in the following pseudocode:

```plaintext
function StyleBlit(C_S, G_S, G_T, t)
    for each pixel \(p \in C_T\) do
        if \(C_T[p]\) is empty then
            \(u^* = \arg\min_u \|G_T[p] - G_S[u]\|\)
        for each pixel \(q \in C_S\) do
            if \(C_T[p + (q - u^*)]\) is empty then
                \(e = \|G_T[p + (q - u^*)] - G_S[q]\|\)
                if \(e < t\) then
                    \(C_T[p + (q - u^*)] = C_S[q]\)
    return \(C_T\)
```

Where \(C_S\) is style exemplar, \(G_S\) are source guides, \(G_T\) represent target guides and \(t\) is the error threshold.

While easy to implement, the algorithm suffers from its sequential nature and redundant querying of target pixels that have already been assigned in a patch.

### 2.2.3 Parallel algorithm

To avoid redundant visiting of target pixels and allow for parallelization, algorithm 2.2.3 uses a hierarchy of target seeds with different levels of granularity. The levels are traversed in order and the nearest seed is found on each. The algorithm checks if the guidance error \(e\) is below a specified threshold \(t\). If the condition passes on any level, the value mapped from \(C_S\) is copied to \(C_T\) and the search stops. The nearest seed search is randomly offset using the `RandomJitterTable` that contains values between 0 and 1.
Outside of the levels hierarchy, the parameters are the same as in the brute force version 2.2.2.

```plaintext
1 function NearestSeed(pixel p, seed spacing h)
2     b = ⌊p/h⌋
3     j = RandomJitterTable[b]
4     return h*(b+j)
5
6 function NearestSeed(pixel p, seed spacing h)
7     d* = ∞
8     for x ∈ −1,0,1 do
9         for y ∈ −1,0,1 do
10            s = SeedPoint(p + h*(x,y), h)
11            d = ||s-p||
12            if d < d* then
13                s* = s
14                d* = d
15
16 function ParallelStyleBlit(pixel p, CS, GS, GT, t)
17     for each level l ∈ (L, ..., 1) do
18         q_l = NearestSeed(p, 2^l)
19         u* = argmin_u ||GT[q_l] - GS[u]||
20         e = ||GT[p] - GS[u* + (p - q_l)]||
21         if e < t then
22             CT[p] = CS[u* + (p - q_l)]
23             break
```

### 2.2.4 Extensions

When needed, the algorithm can be modified to apply linear blending for the seams between patches. This is achieved by replacing the copying of colors with pixel coordinates from the source exemplar. The final color is determined as the average color of neighboring pixels from source patches that intersect the target pixel.

While this method is suitable for stochastic exemplars, it does not work well with exemplars that feature both smooth gradients and high-frequency features. This can be mitigated by separating the input exemplar into a smooth base and high-frequency detail layer using a Gaussian filter and its subtraction from the exemplar. The base layer is stylized with the Lit Sphere algorithm [8]. The detail layer is stylized by StyleBlit. Lastly, both layers are put together. This approach can be observed in Figure 2.6, where (a) denotes the source exemplar, (b) is the result of the non-layered approach, (c) is the base layer with the corresponding result (e), (d) is the detail layer with the corresponding result (f), and finally, (g) is the sum of both layers.
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Figure 2.6: StyleBlit’s multi-layered approach [1].

2.3 Style exemplar acquisition

The application needs to be capable of capturing a template drawing. To achieve this, the application has to detect the exemplar and perform a perspective transformation to align the scanned image with a pre-set scene. A blank style exemplar is shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: A blank style exemplar used in StyleBlit [1].

2.3.1 Projective transformation

Because the camera that will be scanning the template drawing will most likely be hand-held, the captured image containing the style exemplar needs additional processing to be correctly aligned. This means detecting the four corners of the exemplar in 3D space and transforming the cut-out into a 2D rectangle with predefined dimensions. A visualization of this transformation from both 2D and 3D perspectives can be seen in figure 2.8.

From a mathematical point of view, the transformation is a function that maps one vector space into another, which can be done by multiplying a matrix consisting of pixel coordinates and 1 with the following matrix:
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Figure 2.8: Projective transformation visualization from 3D and 2D perspectives [15].

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
a_1 & a_2 & b_1 \\
a_3 & a_4 & b_2 \\
c_1 & c_2 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Where:

- \( \begin{pmatrix} a_1 & a_2 \\ a_3 & a_4 \end{pmatrix} \) is called a rotation matrix. This matrix defines the transformation to be performed (scaling, rotation).

- \( \begin{pmatrix} b_1 \\ b_2 \end{pmatrix} \) B is the translation vector. It moves pixels on the x and y axes.

- \( \begin{pmatrix} c_1 \\ c_2 \end{pmatrix} \) is the projection vector.

So we get the following equation:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
a_1 & a_2 & b_1 \\
a_3 & a_4 & b_2 \\
c_1 & c_2 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\times
\begin{pmatrix}
x \\
y \\
1
\end{pmatrix}
=
\begin{pmatrix}
x' \\
y' \\
1
\end{pmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)
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Here, \( x \) and \( y \) are coordinates of a pixel that need to be transferred. \( x' \) and \( y' \) are the corresponding target coordinates. Equations for both can also be formulated:

\[
x' = \frac{a_1x + a_2c + b_1}{c_1x + c_2y + 1}
\]

\[
y' = \frac{a_3x + a_4c + b_2}{c_1x + c_2y + 1}
\]

2.3.2 Mapping

The equation 2.1 described in the previous subsection (2.3.1) is doing what is called a forward mapping — it goes through every pixel in the original image and transforms it to a target pixel. The inherent problem using this approach is that when the scaling factor is smaller than 1, then it maps multiple pixels from the source image to the same coordinations in the target image, and when the scaling factor is greater than 1, it can leave unmapped "holes" in the target image. An example of this problem can be observed in Figure 2.9.

![Figure 2.9: An example of a forward-mapping scaling problem. Taken from a web tutorial on what-when-how [16]. The input (a) is stretched to a larger image (b), leaving holes. The third image (c) depicts the correct transformation.](image)

To solve these issues, a technique called backward mapping needs to be used. The technique goes through every target pixel and applies a reverse transformation to it to get the source coordinates.

Both forward and backward mapping have a problem in that the resulting coordinates are not integers, but floating-point numbers. The solution to this issue is a technique called resampling [17] and has two simple approaches. The
first is a nearest-neighbor approach – round the floating-point numbers to get an integer. The second, more sophisticated way to resolve the problem is to take pixel values from the four surrounding pixels and average their values based on their proximity to the calculated coordinates. This is equivalent to bilinear interpolation [50]. Both approaches are shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Visualization of the nearest neighbor and bilinear interpolation resampling techniques. Here $I_*$ are points from the source image, and $dx$ with $dy$ are weights based on proximity [17].

### 2.3.3 Exemplar detection

The last and most important piece of the puzzle the application needs to be capable of is detecting the style exemplar with the device’s camera. This discipline is called object recognition, more specifically image recognition and there are two branches of approaches.

The first, older branch is the non-neural approach, which consists of two steps: define features (keypoints) with one of the algorithms, then identify features in a captured image and compare these new features with the defined ones. Algorithms from this branch include Scale Invariant Feature Transform [51], Speeded Up Robust Features [52], KAZE features [53] and Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints [54].

The second branch is based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) [55] and also has two steps: training of the CNN on a (large) dataset, with the second step being the classification of the target image. This approach is more general because it is independent of prior knowledge in feature extraction and does not need human intervention. Notable approaches of building these networks include R-CNN [56], Single Shot MultiBox Detector [57] and You Only Look Once [58].

While these approaches are the state-of-the-art of image recognition, they are not suitable to the specific use-case of recognizing the style exemplar, because the exemplar can be stylized arbitrarily. This causes the style exemplar to have unknown feature points, rendering both techniques unusable. Instead, the application can use easily recognizable (from the application’s perspective) fiducial markers [18]. These markers can serve as a point of reference, measure, and orientation (pose). The biggest advantage of this marker-based approach
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is the speed of detection and the precision of alignment with the pre-set scene. On the other hand, using markers can somewhat degrade the user experience and cause confusion. How these fiducial markers can look is shown in figure 2.11.

![Examples of different fiducial markers](image)

Figure 2.11: Examples of different fiducial markers [18].

2.4 Augmented reality introduction and terms

The augmented reality concept falls into a broader category of immersive technologies and often gets confused for others. There are a few terms that need to be defined in order to have a clear idea of what augmented reality refers to.

2.4.1 Extended reality

Extended reality (XR) is an emerging term that represents a superset of all immersive technologies with arbitrary combinations of both real and virtual environments in human-computer interactions. XR encompasses all terms defined in this section. The XR spectrum is visualized in figure 2.12.

2.4.2 Augmented reality

The concept of augmented reality (AR) is a process of adding virtual objects into a camera feed from a real device before displaying the feed to the user. This enables an attractive relay of information to a user interactively. As this thesis focuses mainly on AR, there is a whole section (2.5) dedicated to it.

2.4.3 Virtual reality

Situated on the other end of the XR spectrum, virtual reality (VR) presents a simulated fictional world. The user is wearing a headset that is fully blocking their view and captures their movement. VR is mainly known for games, but it is also used in more practical use-cases, for example a flying simulator in the military.
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2.4.4 Mixed reality

A step between augmented reality and virtual reality, mixed reality (MR) can be based in either the real world or the virtual world.

- **Based in the real world** – There are virtual objects with which the user can interact. The user usually wears a headset with built-in cameras and sensors that capture the environment. This form of mixed reality is often considered an advanced form of AR. See figure 2.13 for an example usage.

- **Based in the virtual world** – The virtual world is intertwined with the real one. This means that while the user is completely immersed in virtual reality, they can see representations of walls and objects that have a counterpart in the real world. To see how the worlds are mixed together, see figure 2.14.

Figure 2.12: The extended reality spectrum [19].

Figure 2.13: An example of mixed reality based in the real world [19].
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Figure 2.14: An example of mixed reality based in the virtual world [20]. The first image is from the real world, while the second shows how the mixed reality presented to the user looks.

2.5 Augmented reality

This section briefly describes the technical side behind AR, showcases some applications of AR, and explores different options for its implementation.

2.5.1 How it works

Augmented reality can be divided into two categories based on how they are tracking the real world. The first category is marker-based AR. As the name implies, it uses fiducial [18] markers for better environment tracking, allowing it to place virtual objects with precision. This is useful for multiplayer applications or when precise placement of virtual content is required. A visualization of how the marker-based AR can look from the user’s point of view is shown in figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: An example of marker-based application of augmented reality from the user’s perspective [21].

The second category of augmented reality is markerless. It generally works by tracking the position of the device in the real world. This is achieved by a combination of readings from the device’s sensors (gyroscopes...
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and accelerometer) and tracking feature points in time using the device’s camera. The real-world representation is often supplemented with flat surface detection and light estimation. With the representation in hand, the application is then able to place objects or other information into the real world.

A set of distinct features [29] related to AR has emerged over time, they can be summarized in the following list:

- **Device tracking**: Track position of the device in the real world.
- **Plane detection**: Detect surfaces.
- **Point clouds**: Track surrounding environment with feature points.
- **Anchor**: A user-chosen position that is being tracked by the engine.
- **Light estimation**: Intensity and color correction based on guessed light in environment.
- **Environment probe**: Able to simulate reflections of placed objects (cube mapping).
- **Face tracking**: Detect and track faces and their regions.
- **2D image tracking**: Detect and track 2D images in the real world.
- **3D object tracking**: Detect and track real 3D objects.
- **Meshing**: Generate a mesh that reflects the real world.
- **Body tracking**: Track a person in the physical environment.
- **Collaborative participants**: Share data about environment between multiple devices running the same application.
- **Raycast**: Determine if a ray, defined by an origin and direction, intersects a registered object.
- **Pass-through video**: Use camera feed as background for AR content.
- **Occlusion**: Objects are shaded with (ambient) occlusion.

### 2.5.2 Real world usage examples

IKEA was one of the first companies to realize AR’s potential and has developed a mobile application\(^1\) that can place pieces of furniture into the real world, thus allowing the customer to get an idea of how the product will fit (both physically

\(^1\)Currently, the app is only available for iOS, though an Android version was briefly available.
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and visually) into their environment. Figure 2.16 shows a promotional picture with a usage example. [22]

![Figure 2.16: Promotional picture for IKEA place [22].](image)

One of the most common uses of AR nowadays are so-called face filters. Popularized by Facebook and Instagram, these filters allow the user to add objects (e.g. a crown, bunny ears) to their face in a humorous manner. An example of these filters can be seen in figure 2.17.

![Figure 2.17: Promotional picture for Instagram face filters [23].](image)

AR also has applications in the military. For example, it helps pilots of fighter jets by projecting vital information on see-through displays in their helmets (figure 2.18).
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![Augmented reality helmet for F-35 Lightning II fighter jet](image)

Figure 2.18: Augmented reality helmet for F-35 Lightning II fighter jet [24].

2.5.3 ARCore

ARCore [59] is a set of SDKs for building augmented reality applications. The platform was released in 2018 as an answer to Apple’s ARKit (described in 2.5.4), is developed by Google, and is open-source – licensed under the Apache license version 2 [60]. ARCore can be used with both Android\(^2\) and iOS. The platform can also be used with popular game engines Unity and Unreal engine. This enables cross-platform cooperation through ARCore Cloud Anchor [61].

On Android, which is the focus of this thesis, the devices need to be certified by Google to have the ARCore APK available. The market share of these certified devices is estimated to be at 41 % [62]. A list of all supported device models is available at the ARCore documentation page [63].

2.5.4 ARKit

Released in 2017 with iOS 11, ARKit [64] is the first widely used SDK for AR development. Developed by Apple, ARKit was able to maintain its position at the forefront of AR SDKs. Apple has also built a framework RealityKit [65] that makes the development of AR applications significantly simplified.

Arguably, the biggest downside of ARKit is that it is only available for iPhones (starting with 6S) and iPads (starting with the iPad Pro). However, when compared to ARCore (subsection 2.5.3), ARKit has a few additional substantive features, for example, 3D object tracking and human segmentation.

2.5.5 AR Foundation

AR Foundation [66] is a package that is used to build multi-platform AR applications in Unity. It does not implement any AR features itself, instead, it presents a unified interface for developers to use. Under the hood, AR

\(^2\)It is worth mentioning that Android is by far the most used platform of those supported by ARCore.
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Foundation uses both ARCore (subsection 2.5.3) and ARKit (subsection 2.5.4) for mobile applications, and Magic Leap and HoloLens, which are used with their respective AR glasses. These four platforms all have a different set of features, which forces the developer to use only those features that the targeted platforms share in common. A list of the features can be seen in table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>ARCore</th>
<th>ARKit</th>
<th>Magic Leap</th>
<th>HoloLens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device tracking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane tracking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point clouds</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchors</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light estimation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment probes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face tracking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D Image tracking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Object tracking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meshing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D &amp; 3D body tracking</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative participants</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raycast</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass-through video</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occlusion</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: A list of AR-related features that the specific platforms used in AR Foundation support. Sourced from the AR Foundation manual [29].

AR Foundation unites the main SDKs used on mobile platforms and therefore is a clear choice of this analysis.

2.6 Unity

2.6.1 General information

Formerly known as Unity3D, Unity is a multi-platform game engine developed by Unity Technologies with its first release in 2005 [67]. Thanks to its large community and detailed documentation, Unity is the most popular game engine with some reports stating that 61% of game developers are using Unity [68]. It comes with an IDE called Unity Editor [69] for managing scenes, assets, and builds. The Unity Editor is supported on all major platforms—Windows, macOS, and the Linux platform.

Unity has a yearly subscription service model, but has a free version for students and personal use, as long as the revenue is less than $100K in the last 12 months [70].
At the time of writing, Unity supports targeting 19 different platforms [71]:

- **Mobile** – Android, iOS, and tvOS
- **Console** – PlayStation 4 and 5, Xbox One and Series X, Nintendo Switch, and Google Stadia
- **Desktop** – Windows (7, 10, and 11), Universal Windows Platform, macOS, and Linux
- **Web** – WebGL
- **Extended reality** – Oculus, Windows Mixed Reality, Magic Leap, ARCore, and ARKit

### 2.6.2 Installation

The recommended way of installing the Unity Editor is through the Unity Hub [72]. The Unity Hub is a management tool for Unity projects, Editor installations, and Unity license. It lets the user select which target platforms’ build support should be installed along with the Editor installation, while also supporting multiple Editor installations. This is shown in figure 2.19. The Unity Editor can also be downloaded directly through the Unity download archive page [73].

![The Unity Hub with different versions of the Editor installed.](image)

**Figure 2.19:** The Unity Hub with different versions of the Editor installed.

### 2.6.3 Scenes

A Unity project is divided into scenes. Scenes can be thought of as separate screens, each with its own objects and settings. Screens can represent the main menu, settings page, or individual levels. A scene is where the user can create and manipulate content. Every object (camera, 3D model, button) in a scene is a GameObject. GameObjects are organized in a tree hierarchy with the scene being the root.
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2.6.4 GameObject

A GameObject can be seen as a container for components. The only component all GameObjects have is the Transform component, which defines the position, rotation, and scale. The attached components define how the GameObject looks, how it updates, and how it reacts to input. There are many components provided by the Unity Editor. However, the user can write their own components (subsection 2.6.5).

2.6.5 Scripting in Unity

The programming language of choice is C# and the recommended IDE for writing the code is Visual Studio or Visual Studio Code [74]. While it is possible to get substantial work done in Unity without needing to handle code, understanding the code opens up a lot more possibilities. This subsection describes the basics of writing code, which is called scripting in the Unity lingo [75].

All newly created scripts (see listing 2.1) with the Unity Editor inherit from a class called MonoBehaviour, which provides methods that will be called according to the Unity lifecycle. Inheriting from MonoBehaviour allows the script to be attached to a GameObject as a component. Without an attachment to an active GameObject, none of the code in the script will be executed. When the script is attached as a component, all of its public variables are visible and modifiable in the Unity Editor. Other components or whole GameObjects can be linked through those public variables, allowing for interaction between scripts.

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

public class MainPlayer : MonoBehaviour
{

    // Use this for initialization
    void Start () {
    }

    // Update is called once per frame
    void Update () {
    }
}
```

Listing 2.1: The initial contents of a newly created script file.
2.6.6 Lifecycle

As mentioned in the Scripting in Unity subsection (2.6.5), scripts that inherit from the MonoBehaviour class gain access to a number of lifecycle methods. A full list is available in the Unity documentation [25]. A list of methods that are important for understanding the Unity project accompanied by a diagram 2.20 follows:

- **Awake** – Called when a script instance is being loaded. Mainly used in place of a constructor to set up references between scripts. Awake is called on all active GameObjects before any Start method calls.

- **OnEnable** – Called every time the object becomes enabled. Ideal place for subscriptions.

- **Start** – Called after the script is enabled (on the same frame) and before any Update method calls. The programmer can assume other components have been initialized.

- **OnMouseXXX** – This particular method does not exist and is used as a placeholder for all methods that can be called based on the user’s interaction.

- **Update** – Called every frame. Is the most commonly used method for a game script. Typical usage is a calculation that needs to be done every frame, for example, a rotating object that needs to update its pose every frame.

- **OnDisable** – Called when the object becomes disabled. Can be used to cancel any subscriptions.

- **OnDestroy** – Called when the object is being destroyed. Clean-up should be done here.

2.6.7 Prefabs

As the name suggests, prefabs are essentially blueprints for creating GameObjects. The main usage of prefabs is creating complicated GameObjects at run time, for example, spawning a building as a reaction to a button click. They are also useful when there is a need for using multiple same GameObjects in a scene, for example, to ensure that all the buttons look the same. When used in a scene as a GameObject, editing it will also edit every other instance in the scene.
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Figure 2.20: Vastly simplified script lifecycle overview. Full version available in the Unity documentation [25].

### 2.6.8 Assets

Every item that can be used in a Unity project is called an asset. Assets may include music, scripts, 3D models, textures, or color gradients and can be grouped into multiple separate bundles. This allows the project to load and unload them when needed. These bundles can also be distributed to the cloud and downloaded only when needed [76], cutting down on initial download time and saving valuable space.
2.6.9 Packages

A Unity package is a file that contains a collection of assets and scenes, which can be imported into an existing unity project. A package can be created by exporting from a unity project. The exported package will include all dependencies of selected assets or scenes so that no errors will be introduced by importing it.

Unity has its own asset store [77], which is a marketplace that is connected with the Unity Editor. The assets are bundled together in a Unity package. Both Unity Technologies and the community can create and publish assets to the store. Using the asset store can greatly accelerate project development. The store offers anything from textures to entire project samples. Assets can either be free or paid.

2.6.10 Shaders

Writing hand-crafted shaders is not considered basic Unity knowledge, but it is necessary to implement the StyleBlit’s [1] algorithm. Shaders are stand-alone programs that can run on the GPU. In Unity, shaders are divided into three categories [78]:

1. Shaders that are part of the graphics pipeline

2. Compute shaders

3. Ray tracing shaders

The shader that needs to be written will output individual pixels, so it falls into the first category. Other categories will not be described here.

A Shader object is a Unity-specific way to work with shaders [79]. It can contain multiple shader programs, settings for the GPU, and information for the Unity Editor. Anatomy of a Shader object is visualized with the following nested list, where each level describes the contents of the higher-level item:

---

3Graphics pipeline is a set of steps that takes a 3D scene as an input and outputs a 2D image.
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- **Shader object**
  - Information about itself
  - Optional fallback shader
  - One or more **SubShaders**
    * Information about compatibility with hardware, render pipelines, and runtime settings
    * SubShader tags
    * One or more **Passes**
      - Pass tags
      - Instructions for changing the GPU settings
      - Shader programs

In the Shader object’s context, tags are referring to key-value pairs that provide information about the SubShader (e.g., "Queue" = "Geometry") or Pass (e.g., "LightMode" = "Always").

The recommended language for writing shaders is the High-level shader language (HLSL) developed by Microsoft for the Direct3D 9 [80]. Unity originally used the Cg shading language [81], which is very similar and was developed alongside HLSL.

### 2.6.11 Shader example

To better understand what a shader looks like and how it is written, a basic unlit shader (listing 2.2) will be described.

The Properties block defines shader variables that are visible in the Material Inspector [82]. In the example, there is a single texture property. This texture is then accessed in the Pass block with a sampler.

There are two shader programs in this example – the vertex shader and the fragment shader. The vertex shader runs on each vertex of the 3D model. In this example, it is projecting a 3D coordinate into a 2D window. The fragment shader runs on each visible pixel of the 3D model and takes the output of the fragment shader as input. In this case, the fragment shader looks up the pixel value from the main texture. The directive `#pragma` is used to define the name of the respective shader function.

The code also demonstrates how to use multiple variables contained in structs (`appdata` and `v2f`) as inputs and outputs of functions.
2.7 OpenCV

OpenCV [84] is a cross-platform library for real-time computer vision. With the first alpha release in 2000, it was originally developed by Intel and is free to use under the open-source Apache 2 license [85]. The library includes more
than 2500 algorithms related to computer vision [86] and machine learning.

The main language used in OpenCV is C++ and it has additional interfaces for Python, Java, and MATLAB. The library is extensively used with thousands of community members and over 23 million downloads [87].

2.7.1 ArUco

ArUco [26] is a minimal library for camera pose estimation using markers. It is a module in the OpenCV’s so-called contrib repository [88]. The OpenCV contrib repository is not part of the official OpenCV distribution.

The creators of StyleBlit [1] that this application is meant to implement have devised a way to scan the exemplar by using ArUco markers. ArUco markers are fiducial markers that are designed to be used in computer vision applications. An example of an ArUco marker is shown in figure 2.21.

![ArUco marker](image)

Figure 2.21: An example of a generated 6 × 6 ArUco marker [26].

ArUco markers can have arbitrary (square) dimensions starting from 4 × 4 (plus border). The dimensionality affects:

- How many markers can be generated.
- How easy it is to detect markers.
- How distinguishable are the markers from each other. This is measured in hamming distance [89].
- How fast is the recognition.

The markers are organized into sets that are called dictionaries [26] and they have a unique id based on order within those dictionaries. Though it is recommended to generate a new dictionary for every application, there are several predefined dictionaries in the library.

The detection process is also able to identify the marker’s rotation and pose in the real-world relative to the camera, which is demonstrated in figure 2.22.
Figure 2.22: An example of detecting ArUco marker’s pose and visualizing the axes [26].
The resulting application, named StyleTransfer, provides a unique blend of stylization and exemplar acquisition within an AR experience. StyleTransfer was developed in the Unity game engine and runs on Android devices that both support ARCore [63] and their system version is 7.0 (API level 24) or newer. The application also requires the camera permission for apparent reasons.

3.1 Application design

The use-cases from the user’s perspective are not complicated. The user needs to be able to:

- Scan a style exemplar.
- See a stylized 3D model (within AR) and rotate it.

The simplest solution would be to have two screens – one for exemplar acquisition and the other for interaction with the 3D model. However, they can be combined into a single screen with a toggle for state switching.

Given that obtaining an exemplar template, stylizing it, and finally scanning it requires a significant effort from the user, the application will contain multiple prearranged style exemplars to showcase the StyleBlit [1] method. The user will be able to switch between the exemplars as they will be organized into a toggle group. The exemplar acquired by scanning the style template will also need to be a part of this toggle group.

The application will also contain several 3D models to facilitate testing of the stylization algorithm’s functionality. These models can also be organized into a separate toggle group. Having two separate toggle groups will allow for testing arbitrary combinations of the exemplar and the 3D model.

---

4Over 90% of Android devices that have been active in the last month have system version 7.0 or newer worldwide [90].
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To visually distinguish between the two toggle groups, they will be separated by the scanning button. The proposed design is presented as a mockup in figure 3.1.

![Mockup of the proposed design](image)

Figure 3.1: A mockup of the proposed design, showcasing two toggle groups and a switch for style scanning. The 3D golem is taken from StyleBlit’s article [1]. Made with the Balsamiq wireframing tool [27].

3.2 Main flow

With the first application start, the application asks for the camera permission. After granting the permission, the user is presented with a camera feed overlayed with GUI. At this point, the underlying AR framework is trying to identify horizontal planes (see section 2.5 for an explanation of how this works), which can be helped by the user slowly moving their device. Once a plane is detected, it is marked by transparent white circles. The plane visualization is visible in the first image of figure 3.2.

With a plane detected, the user can place a (stylized) 3D model onto the plane by either tapping it or clicking the place button. The model can be scaled with a scale gesture and rotated with a twist gesture [91]. Both gestures require two touchpoints. The user can choose from the selection of 3D models and style exemplars with the changes happening in real-time. A visualization of the whole main flow is shown in figure 3.2.
3.3 GUI

As proposed in the Application design section 3.1, the GUI (shown in figure 3.3) is separated into three distinct rows. The bottom row displays six stylized exemplars. The exemplars form a toggle button group. The active button is indicated with a green circle. Similarly, the first row consists of five 3D models organized into a toggle button group with the green circle marking the active button. The thumbnails preview how the model looks with applied stylization and are generated anew with each style exemplar change. To avoid mistaking the exemplars and 3D models for each other, they are visually separated with the middle row.

The middle row has three buttons. The first one is just another style exemplar toggle button. It is meant to be replaced when a new style is successfully scanned. The middle button with a plus sign activates style
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scanning when pressed. Style exemplar scanning is further explained in section 3.4. The last button, depicting a cube being placed down, serves for moving the 3D model to a different location. When pressed, the model is moved to the middle of the screen, if there is a detected plane at that location. This button was added because the user’s gestures for interacting with the 3D model were often mistaken as an intention to relocate the model.

When using a development build, the GUI also displays an FPS counter in the top-right corner (visible in figure 3.2).

3.4 Style exemplar acquisition

The application must be able to perform scanning of the style exemplar in the real world. This is done by detecting the four corners of the exemplar and performing a perspective transformation to align the sphere with pre-calculated normals.

3.4.1 Corner detection

With the goal being an identification of the four corners of the exemplar template, the creators of StyleBlit [1] have simply surrounded the template with four ArUco [26] markers (ArUco markers are described in subsection 2.7.1), aligning them with the corners. This is shown in figure 3.4. With the knowledge of the marker’s real-world size and the order they were generated, the identification of the template’s corners is straightforward with one exception. There is a slight gap between the markers and the template’s borders, but this can be resolved using the knowledge of the marker’s real-world size and the size of the gap.

![Figure 3.4: StyleTransfer’s style exemplar template ArUco markers for easy scanning [1].](image)

The markers used for the style template scanning are from a pre-generated dictionary containing 250 markers with $6 \times 6$ dimensions and they are organized in order starting from the top-left and continuing clockwise. While the choice
of the dictionary is not the best for this use case, the advantages of using a better-suited one are negligible.

To simplify things, the StyleTransfer application uses a style template that does not have a gap between the ArUco markers and the style exemplar. This allows it to substitute the appropriate corner of a marker for the corner of the style exemplar, eliminating an inherently inaccurate calculation. The modified template With this modification, the application does not need to know the marker’s real-world size beforehand.

![Figure 3.5: StyleTransfer’s style exemplar template with pre-filled style and ArUco markers moved to the border of the template.](image)

### 3.4.2 Scanning flow

The scanning is activated by pressing the plus sign button (see the GUI section 3.3). When active, the application grabs a picture from the camera feed every 10 frames. The picture is then searched for the ArUco markers (see subsection 2.7.1 for more details about ArUco) with the `detectMarkers` [92] function in OpenCV’s ArUco module. This function performs marker detection on the input image and returns ids and corners of all detected markers from the specified dictionary. If exactly four markers are detected, they are identified by their ID (0-3) and sorted. Then, a correct corner of each marker is selected. The corners start from 0 in the top-left and increase counting clockwise.

Now that the application knows the aforementioned four points of the style exemplar’s corners, it can carry out the transformation. First, the perspective transformation matrix is calculated with the OpenCV’s `getPerspectiveTransform` [93] function from the image processing module. The function takes two sets of four points – the first set (source) consists of the detected corners and the second set (destination) can be constructed based on the desired dimensions of the exemplar (600 × 456 in this case). For more background information about the concept of a projective\(^5\) transformation,

\[^5\text{Every perspective transformation is a projective transformation, but a projective transformation is not necessarily a perspective transformation.}\]
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Figure 3.6: The scanning flow is demonstrated in three steps from left to right: (1) place an object, (2) click the plus button, and (3) make sure all four markers are visible.

please see subsection 2.3.1.

With the perspective transformation matrix, the application calls the OpenCV’s warpPerspective [94] function to finally transform the image into a style exemplar. The resulting style exemplar is then assigned to the first button in the middle row of the GUI and the button is selected, effectively turning the scanning off. Please see figure 3.6 to get an idea of the user experience regarding the whole scanning flow.

The scanning can function under unfavorable conditions, but the quality diminishes with distance and camera angle. The distance problem is intuitive – the camera is far away, and thus unable to capture details in the exemplar, causing a smooth appearance. With an increasing angle, the exemplar is scanned at, less information is available for the perspective transformation, resulting in a distorted image. The distance and angle problems are shown in figure 3.7. Lighting also affects the captured style, but this is not an issue of the scanning process.
3.5 Scenes

The project consists of three scenes – StyleTransfer, ScannerTest, and MaterialExample.

3.5.1 StyleTransfer

The StyleTransfer scene is the main scene of the application, providing the AR experience. It contains multiple GameObjects, each serving a different function.

- AR Camera – This object is providing the feed from a device’s rear camera as background while also tracking its position in the environment. It also houses the ARMarkerDetector component for exemplar scanning.

- AR Session – The AR Session object controls the lifecycle of an AR experience. It handles enabling of the underlying framework (in this case, the ARCore framework) and reports the state.

- AR Session Origin – Transforms trackable features (planar surfaces and feature points) into the Unity scene. This allows it to handle the pose
and scale of virtual content. The AR Session Origin contains most of the custom scripts described in the Scripts section 3.6.

- **Canvas** – Contains all GameObjects relating to GUI.

- **EventSystem** – Allows sending user input events to objects in the application.

- **LeanTouch** – A GameObject from the Lean Touch package [95]. Handles gestures for scaling and rotating displayed 3D model. Relies on the EventSystem GameObject.

For more information on how this scene functions, please see the Main flow 3.2 and GUI 3.3 sections.

### 3.5.2 Testing scenes

![Figure 3.8: A screenshot from the ScannerTest scene, demonstrating the scanner’s functionality. The bottom-left corner shows the result of the perspective transformation.](image)

The ScannerTest scene is a copy of the StyleTransfer scene with most of the functionality disabled and without any GUI. The purpose of this scene is to test the style exemplar acquisition functionality, described in detail in section 3.4. The of the process output is shown in the bottom-left when the device is in landscape orientation. A screenshot from the scene is shown in figure 3.8.

The second testing scene is called MaterialExample and is shown in figure 3.9. This scene applies StyleBlit’s algorithm to 3D models in a regular Unity environment that can be run in the Unity player. The 3D models can have arbitrary sizes. This scene can also be used for testing the shader that implements StyleBlit’s algorithm. The scene is not designed to be run on mobile devices.
3.6 Scripts

The application uses several scripts to manage the inner state of the application and allow for custom behavior. Here is their list:

- **ARObjectLocationManager** – Handles the first placement of a 3D model and their relocation using the place object button.

- **ARStyleScanner** – This script is responsible for the style exemplar acquisition. It implements the scanning flow described in subsection 3.4.2.

- **ChangeSourceStyle** – Replaces the input 2D texture for StyleBlit’s shader. Called every time a style exemplar selection is changed.

- **ChangeStyleToggleBackground** – After a new style is acquired, this script is called to change the appearance of the toggle button to the new style.

- **CustomStyleManager** – Listens to the style scanning toggle button and manages the ARStyleScanner. Handles the result from ARStyleScanner by changing the custom style toggle’s appearance and activating it.

- **MarkerImageResult** – Used only in the ScannerTest scene. Manages the continuous usage of the ARStyleScanner and adapts the result to a displayed image.

- **SetupScreenResolution** – Halves the screen’s resolution at startup to achieve better performance.

- **TargetObjectManager** – This is where the style exemplar and the 3D model toggle groups meet. The script manages which style exemplar is used in the StyleBlit shader and which 3D model is shown. Also handles the generation of new stylized thumbnails of the 3D models with every
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style exemplar change. The 3D models are instantiated at startup to optimize the changeover of 3D models.

- **ToggleCircle** – A simple script that shows or hides the green circle around a toggle button based on its state.

### 3.7 Used libraries

Unity’s AR Foundation framework [66] was used as the basis for the AR experience. All 3D models and style exemplars found in the project were supplied by the creators of StyleBlit [1]. The application also uses several third-party packages. The packages and their usages are:

- **StyleBlit Unity plugin** [96] – An implementation of the StyleBlit’s algorithm in Unity.
- **OpenCV for Unity** [97] – For using OpenCV within Unity.
- **Lean Touch** [95] – A library that handles touch controls of 3D objects (scale and rotation).
- **Runtime Preview Generator** [98] – For generating thumbnails of stylized 3D objects.

The 3rd party packages were separated from other assets by placing them in the Plugins folder.

### 3.8 Shader

The application utilizes a shader that implements the StyleBlit algorithm. The shader is part of the StyleBlit Unity plugin [96]. This section describes the shader’s implementation and relies on the general shaders description in subsection 2.6.10.

The shader uses nine properties with the first three being adjustable in the editor:

- **_threshold** – A threshold value for the allowed error when assigning a pixel to a chunk. This affects the overall fragmentation of the 3D model.
- **_votespan** – A measure of smoothness. The shader blends the patches to hide seams and noise. The bigger the votespan, the more pixels contribute to the resulting pixel, making the output texture look smoother.
- **sourceStyle** – The input style exemplar. This property changes with every style exemplar selection change by the user.
3.8. Shader

Figure 3.10: Screenshots from the MaterialExample scene, showcasing individual passes of the StyleBlit’s shader on a large 3D model, where (a) is an input to the shader, (b) is the model with normal texture, (c) output from StyleBlit’s algorithm as coordinates, and (d) is the output from a full render.

- **_splatsize** – The number of levels in the hierarchy of seeds.
- **_splitCo** – Used for transferring data from the second to third pass.
- **_jitterCo** – A coefficient for the seed distribution. The nearest seed search is randomly offset using a value from the noise texture multiplied by this coefficient.
- **normalToSourceLUT** – A lookup texture mapping normals to coordinates from the source style. Used to accelerate retrieving the source texture pixel.
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- **sourceNormals** – A normal map of the style exemplar template scene. Only the sphere from the scene is used for mapping in this implementation.

- **noiseTexture** – A texture with white noise. Used for randomly distributing the seeds.

The shader has one subshader. The subshader consists of three passes with two grab passes in between. A grab pass is a special type of pass that takes the contents of a frame buffer and converts them to a texture [99].

The first pass is very similar to the one described in the Shader example subsection 2.6.11. It computes a normal for the vertex and passes it on as a color. The grab pass then collects the colors, resulting in a normal texture.

The second pass is the primary pass, implementing StyleBlit’s parallel algorithm. The parallel algorithm is detailed in subsection 2.2.3. The shader searches for the nearest seed through multiple levels until the guidance error is below the defined threshold. If such a seed is found, the current pixel can use the seed to copy the corresponding source pixel’s coordinates into the target place. The output of this shader is a texture that encodes the coordinates into color.

The last pass, with coordinates from the style exemplar as input supplied by a grab pass, reconstructs the coordinates from color and performs smoothing by voting. It averages the pixel values in their respective neighborhoods. This blends the seams and suppresses noise pixels.

The output from individual passes is shown in Figure 3.10 on the bunny 3D model. The first render (a) is what comes to the shader as input. The second image (b) is just a normal texture of the model from the first pass. The third picture (c) is showing the output from the first and second passes. This is the output from StyleBlit’s algorithm with encoded target coordinates as colors, which makes the individual chunks identifiable. The last image (d) shows the output of all three passes.

3.9 Performance

The application is limited to the inherited framerate of the device’s camera (generally 30) and achieves this figure when there is no virtual content being rendered. The performance of the application strongly correlates with the number of pixels the stylization shader has to process. This is why the application runs at half of the maximum resolution by design.

The application was developed and tested mainly on the OnePlus Nord and Google Pixel 3a XL mobile phones, which are not flagship-level devices by any means. Figure 3.11 demonstrates how the framerate behaves under different conditions.

---

The process of converting a normal to color (in Unity) is this: the XYZ directions of the vector are mapped to RGB by first halving them and then adding 0.5 [100].
3.10. Limitations

Figure 3.11: Performance graphs of the OnePlus Nord (top) and Google Pixel 3a XL (bottom) devices from the Unity Profiler [28]. The graphs show the application going through a simple scenario: detect surface, place 3D model, and enlarge the 3D model so that it takes up most of the screen. The individual steps are clearly noticeable in the graphs as they cause a significant drop in the frames per second (FPS) measure (the measure increases from top to bottom in the graph). The OnePlus device performs measurably better, but both devices dip into single-digit framerate in the worst-case scenario. Note: the graph is labeled as CPU Usage. This is because Unity reports GPU usage as CPU usage in mobile devices.

Another action impeding performance is the style exemplar scanning. The script acquires a full resolution image from the camera every ten frames to try and recognize the style exemplar template, which causes visible spikes in performance. This behavior is shown in figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: A performance graph illustrating the performance impact of active style exemplar scanning. No 3D model is being rendered in this scenario. After a successful scan, the subsequent transformation of the style exemplar and thumbnail generation of the 3D models causes no measurable effect in terms of performance. The scanning is successful at the last performance spike and it is indistinguishable from the previous spikes. Measured on the OnePlus Nord device. Note: the graph is labeled as CPU Usage. This is because Unity reports GPU usage as CPU usage in mobile devices.

3.10 Limitations

Outside of the computational requirements, the main limitations are inherited either from the StyleBlit algorithm or from using AR Foundation.
When targeting Android while using AR Foundation, the ARCore supporting services need to be installed. However, to be able to install those services, Google needs to certify the specific device first. The market share of all certified devices currently in use is estimated to be at 41 % [62].

There are a few limitations of the StyleBlit method. The first one is that the method is unable to keep a regular texture, for example, a brick wall, which produces visible misalignments. Another issue arises when the target model contains large planar areas. This causes repetition of patches, producing "scales". Both of these issues are shown in figure 3.13. However, these issues are considered edge-cases and generally do not occur in the application.

![Known limitations of the StyleBlit method](image)

Figure 3.13: Known limitations of the StyleBlit [1] method. The first image (left) shows the inability to reproduce a texture that contains structure. The second image (right) shows the repetition of patches when there is little surface variation.

Limitations of the scanning process are described in section ??.

### 3.11 Stylization comparison

As the application implements StyleBlit’s algorithm, it is reasonable to compare the output with the original StyleBlit. The golem 3D model along with several different styles was chosen for this comparison. Please see figure 3.14 and its subfigures for the comparison. Even though their pose is not exact and the algorithm is stochastic by design, we can see that both algorithms behave similarly and their outputs are comparable. One noticeable difference is that the transition between the model and background is smooth in the original StyleBlit, but the same transition is abrupt in the application. This is caused by the shader being supplied only with the pixels for the target model.
3.11. Stylization comparison

(a) Application output (left) in comparison to the original StyleBlit [1] (right).
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(b) Application output (left) in comparison to the original StyleBlit [1] (right).
3.11. Stylization comparison

(c) Application output (left) in comparison to the original StyleBlit [1] (right).
(d) Application output (left) in comparison to the original StyleBlit [1] (right).

Figure 3.14: This figure compares seven different styles rendered by the application with the original StyleBlit [1] algorithm. The poses are not exactly aligned but are sufficient for comparison.
Conclusion

This thesis has provided a broad overview of the computer-assisted stylization field, describing four different branches along with their development. The focus then shifted to a number of contextual topics, all of which were needed to fully comprehend and implement the project. Among these topics were two patch-based stylization methods, the math behind perspective transformation, detection of the style exemplar, augmented reality – both its place in the XR spectrum and implementations, the Unity game engine, and the OpenCV library.

With this background knowledge, the StyleTransfer application was developed in Unity game engine with the AR Foundation framework. Until now, there was no application combining stylization of an interactable 3D model with style exemplar acquisition within the augmented reality domain. The application is able to perform all these actions in real-time. The components of the application were described in detail, including the typical usage, GUI, and exemplar scanning. Vital parts of the Unity project were also recounted, including a shader that implements the StyleBlit algorithm. Finally, the thesis evaluates the performance and compares the output from the application to the original StyleBlit, while also mentioning its limitations. With the resulting application, the thesis has reached its goals.

Further work

While the thesis has reached its target, there is always room for improvement. A substantial improvement to the project would be an iOS application, leveraging the AR Foundation framework’s multi-platform capability. While this was one of the motivations for using AR Foundation, it requires a hand-crafted shader, because it uses the Metal API (instead of OpenGL) for GPU-based computation. A web-based version could also be viable.

Another thing that could be improved is the 3D model manipulation within
the scene. Currently, the user has to press a button to relocate the 3D model. A more intuitive way would be to drag the model manually, but this was interfering with the rotate and scale gestures.

One last area that would benefit from improvements is performance. While the application’s performance is adequate, implementing the concept of adaptive resolution would allow it to keep high framerates even when rendering large-scale objects.
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Appendix A

Acronyms

**LPE** Light Path Expressions
**NNF** Nearest Neighbor Field
**ANN** Approximate Nearest Neighbor
**CPU** Central Processing Unit
**GPU** Graphics Processing Unit
**SDK** Software Development Kit
**APK** Android Application Package
**CNN** Convolutional Neural Network
**DCNN** Deep Convolutional Neural Network
**GANN** Generative Adversarial Neural Network
**IDE** Integrated Development Environment
**HLSL** High-Level Shader Language
**API** Application Programming Interface
**GUI** Graphical User Interface
**FPS** Frames Per Second
Appendix B

Contents of enclosed CD

- apk...................................... the directory with executables
- src..................................... the directory of source codes
- unity................................. implementation sources
- thesis.................. the directory of \LaTeX\ source codes of the thesis
- text................................. the thesis text directory
- thesis.pdf....................... the thesis text in PDF format
- thesis.ps...................... the thesis text in PS format
To install the attached APKs, please follow these steps:

1. Connect the Android device to your PC.

2. Enable file transfer mode. The mode is usually displayed as a persistent notification.

3. Copy the desired APK(s) to your Android device.

4. Open a file manager application on the Android device.

5. Find the desired APK and open it.

6. Confirm the warning dialogs. Wait until the installation finishes.

7. Find the application in the list of all applications.